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Maintaining the Brand

“McDonald’s, for example, makes 
fantastic French fries. They’re 
quite possibly the best item on 
the menu. Yet, McDonald’s fries 
are not marked with their own 
logo. They’re marked with the 
McDonald’s logo. They’re a very 
important part of what makes 
McDonald’s so well-known, yet 
they do not stand alone. They are 
a part of a larger brand. They 
are featured, promoted and 
celebrated, but they are not 
branded with their own logo.”



Maintaining the Brand

“Everyone feels that creating a logo is doing something important, when they are 

actually avoiding tackling the real challenges they face. I wish they would talk 

about what they want to achieve and to discuss their aspirations. Seems like many 

people demand their own logo because they feel diminished in importance if they 

don’t have one. Moreover, the logo should explicitly express their personal view or 

idealized vision of the importance of their school (or department) above and 

beyond that of the whole to which they belong.”

—Inside Higher Ed, Nov. 9, 2021



Importance of Brand Standards

• Consistency

• Standard and rules

• Recognizable

• Value

• Brand Identity Options

• Brand Colors

• Brand Typefaces

• Brand Dos and Don’ts

Why standards? What should be included?

Brand collateral are not only visible locally, but also carry your name nationally and abroad. Just as spelling 

errors, poor grammar or faulty translation can undermine your reputation of academic excellence, so can 

improper use of your signature. Following these guidelines will ensure that your brand is applied in a 

professional and consistent manner, and visually reinforce recognition and brand retention.



Understanding Brand Architecture

3 TYPES OF STRUCTURES

§ Master Brand or Branded House ( i.e. FedEx and Virgin): Sub-brands are basically 
modifiers to the existing logo and are extensions of the master brand.

§ House of Brands (i.e. P&G and Unilever): Collection of brands under one umbrella

§ Endorsed (i.e. BBC, Nestle and Marriot): Separate brands with visible master brand name

§ Hybrid (Endorsed and house of brands – Marriot): Use both

Most universities use the master brand approach combined with endorsed, but constituents 
want to use the house of brands approach. 



Understanding Brand Architecture

MASTER BRAND or BRANDED HOUSE



Understanding Brand Architecture

HOUSE of BRANDS



Understanding Brand Architecture

ENDORSED



Understanding Brand Architecture

HYBRID – ENDORSED AND HOUSE OF BRANDS



Controlling Your Brand Architecture

BRANDED HOUSE*

If not careful, this can become 
confusing to the audience and 
dilute the brand.



There are four main marks that comprise the Elon visual brand:

§ Primary Academic signature
§ Monogram or Spirit E
§ Athletics Phoenix
§ Flame/Leaf

Elon Brand Overview

www.elon.edu/identity



The Elon visual brand has three main colors:

§ Pantone 188 (Maroon)
§ Pantone 872 (Gold)
§ Pantone 1245 (Yellow ochre) 

The yellow and gold can be screened to a paler tint, and black 
and any shade of grey can also be used. 

Brand Colors



The Elon visual brand uses four main typefaces:

§ Bembo
§ Myriad
§ Adelle
§ Tautz Bold* (used for Athletics and sports only)

Brand Typefaces
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Monogram or Spirit E

The monogram or spirit E is the modern version of our university letter based 
on a modified E set in the TAUTZ font, and bridges both academic and 
athletic audiences. It is intended to represent Elon and to project  our school 
spirit. It can be used on banners, clothing and is proudly displayed on most 
of our athletics uniforms and sports venues.



Athletics Mark  - Elon Phoenix

University Athletics has its own unique mark, The Phoenix. The word “ELON” 
has been added to the mark to identify us in other markets. The Phoenix may 
be used on its own if Elon is identified elsewhere, or where people are 
already familiar with our Athletics teams. The Tautz font is used to 
accompany the mark.

SecondaryPrimary



University Designations

A system has been developed to identify university offices, departments, 
centers and other units. It is important to use these to create unified and 
consistent visual messaging and designate the disparate variety of 
departments, centers other units are being part of the same institution and 
emanate from a single source: Elon University.



Rules vs Exceptions

A SLIPPERY SLOPE



A Recent Example

An academic program (Business Fellows) wanted to give branded sweatshirts to its 
members so they could wear them during an upcoming study abroad course. 

* How did we find out about it?

The shield is part of the academic 
signature, not to be used as a 
stand-alone 

Outdated wordmark



A Recent Example

After multiple rounds, of edits, we landed on a design option that abided by our brand 
standards while fulfilling the program’s vision.

* Was it worth it?

Used the shield as intended and
created a mark that better aligned

with the university’s brand



Some best practices for brand management

TIPS FOR REIGNING IN ROGUE ENTITIES

§ Educate the community on the proper use of your main signature and emblem/symbol

§ Use the monogram or collegiate letter to bridge academic and athletics

§ Limit creating signatures to only certain units – i.e., departments, centers, offices and 
create alternate marks ( or endorsed) for research programs, initiatives and student 
organizations.

§ Cultivate relationships with student groups, merchandise/bookstore, vendors, etc., to 
encourage them to work with you and run potential problem or questionable applications 
by your department. 

§ Remind faculty and units that they are part of the university and the university brand,
and should leverage that equity. As such, their initiatives are part of promoting a 
professional image and brand recognition, which will influence admissions and benefit the 
entire university.


